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Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice

Memphis, Tennessee
December 8, 1940

COP: RTE
100-0

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

RE: INTERNAL SECURITY

There are enclosed three copies of a letter submitted to this office by

stated that the Junior Chamber of Commerce at Memphis does not have the display of letters and checks reflecting MRS. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT's communist activities as stated in the letter.

It is noted that the individual who wrote the letter to [redacted] is located in the National Press Building, Washington, D. C.

This is being submitted to the Bureau, with copies to the Washington Field Division for its information.

Very truly yours,

H. B. FLETCHER
Special Agent in Charge

Enclosure

cc Washington Field (enclosure)
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
Telephone Metropolitan 6226

December 3, 1940

PERSONAL

The Manager,
The Junior Chamber of Commerce,
Memphis, Tenn.

Dear Sir:

I was told today that you had a very interesting display of letters and checks of Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt's Communist activities during the recent campaign and wonder if you would be good enough to send me copies of these documents.

As you may know I am deeply opposed to the Communist movement and I have interested a U.S. Senator in these papers from Mrs. Roosevelt, several of which I have copies of myself. If we could get all of them together on the Senator's desk I think that he would take them on the floor of the Senate.

Hoping to hear from you soon because I think that this is important in our national defense program.

Very truly yours,
CHAPTER NINE

RESPECTABILITY AND SUCCESS

THREE events, one in the U.S. political field, the other in the economic field and the third in the international field of diplomacy, established the American communist movement as a factor in the political, social and economic affairs of the country.

American communism owes its rise to prominence to the election of Roosevelt as President in 1932, to the organization of the Committee on Industrial Organization in 1935, to the recognition of the Soviet Union by the United States in 1933.

Though Roosevelt's New Deal program and organization ranks first in immediate importance to the growth of communism in the United States, the organization of the C.I.O. from the communist standpoint is much more basic and of lasting importance to the movement, even though the organization of the C.I.O. without Roosevelt's blessing and endorsement would never have taken place. The recognition of the Soviet Union facilitated Soviet and Comintern penetration of the United States and opened wide the doors for the infiltration of the government by communists and their satellites drawn from a growing army of fellow travelers.

Communist endorsement of the Roosevelt administration and the New Deal did not come suddenly. When Roosevelt was Governor of New York State, the communists kept up an incessant barrage against Roosevelt as a reactionary tool of Wall Street. In 1932 the communists nominated Browder for president to run against Roosevelt. Browder charged, in his campaign speeches, that Roosevelt's election would mean a continuation of Hoover's reactionary hunger policies. The communists branded the first Roosevelt Cabinet as "the new Wall Street hunger and war cabinet." Of Henry Wallace, who was appointed Secretary of Agriculture, whose pro-Soviet line today receives the most active support of the communists and the endorsement of Soviet Russia, they had this to say: "This Wallace is an alleged friend of the farmer. He hails from Des Moines, Iowa, and inherited the job in the Roosevelt administration." It was Secretary Wallace who got the Republican nomination for the president, at the convention on July 8, 1933, by the following resolution: "We endorse the New Deal liberal in the Wallace administration as the Republi- can fascism." The communists' company, Browder, at a convention of the C.I.O. in Des Moines, Iowa, July 8, 1933, declared Recovery a step towards the descent into Fascism. The masses feel the depression, more i

The communists endorsed the New Deal Fascist presidency of Mr. Roosevelt, and the millionaire farmers, along with the masses, supported the Administration in its fascist policies. What took place in the New Deal?
Respectability and Success

inherited the publishing racket of his father, Henry C. Wallace, who was Secretary of Agriculture under Coolidge. When old man Wallace got the Republican job from Coolidge, he resigned as editor of Wallace’s Farmer in favor of his son who now takes the old man’s job in the Roosevelt cabinet. This Wallace family is connected with bankers and grain speculators in the Middle West and the publication, Wallace’s Farmer, shared in millions gypped from the farmers by the Harvester trust.”

“Wallace,” declared the communists, “wants to make Roosevelt a dictator to boost prices for the benefit of the trusts, thus hitting the poor farmers on the land and the workers in the city.”

Roosevelt and the New Deal were characterized as follows: “Yes, the ‘New Deal’ may prove to be fascism. This smiling India rubber liberal in the White House is destined to destroy all remaining American liberals.”

Earl Browder, General Secretary of the Communist party, on July 8, 1933, delivered this blast: “For the working class the Industrial Recovery Act is truly an Industrial Slavery Act. It is one of the steps towards the militarization of labor. It is a forerunner of American fascism.”

The communists, in 1934, branded the Wagner Bill as “Roosevelt’s company-union club against the workers.”

Browder, at a press conference during the Eighth National Convention of the Communist party, characterized Roosevelt as follows: “Roosevelt is the most effective agent Wall Street has had in several years.” When a reporter asked him, “Is there no difference between Roosevelt and Hoover?” He answered: “Yes, there is a difference. The masses feel it in their stomachs. The masses have less food, less clothing, more inadequate shelter now than they had under Hoover.”

The communist May Day Manifesto screamed: “Against the New Deal Fascism and War.”

Of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt the communists had this to say: “The only girls Mrs. Roosevelt really knows, are those in her own set; the millionaire families with their parasitic debutante daughters, who participate in orgies that not even Hollywood could duplicate.” Nevertheless, when the Party line changed and the communists wedded the New Deal, they did not hesitate in enlisting the services of Eleanor Roosevelt in many of their outstanding united front causes.

What took place to change the line of the communists towards the New Deal? The answer is not to be found in the United States.
Under Cover

John Roy Carlson
Meyer to cut my first stencil on the portable typewriter; I had already arranged to run it off Wan Nosdall's mimeographing machine. The Christian Defender first appeared on August 8, 1939. It carried the news of a joint meeting of the Bund and the Christian Mobilizers; a story lifted from Social Justice praising the Christian Front; another advertising the Coughlin-Pinkston parade "in manifestation of Christianity"; an original parody on "Muddom Eleonora" which went over big with female critics of the First Lady. I also reprinted a poem from the National American, adopted the Bund slogan "Free America" and used as fillers the phrase, "A Common Front Against a Common Enemy." The second issue was even more "patriotic" and carried the line, "Free America from Stinkweeds."

The Christian Defender was deliberately designed to be one of the coarsest sheets published in New York. The cruder it got, the more it lied, the more it slandered the Jew and assailed Democracy, the more popular it became. I mimeographed 100 copies of each issue and sold 150 copies at two cents each at "patriotic" meetings and through the Germania Bookstore, using the balance for my correspondence with American fascists. The income covered all expenses. I had no qualms about publishing the hate sheet because it circulated only among those who already were confirmed fanatics. The first three copies of every issue went to the pro-democratic groups with which I was associated. Subsequently, I filed a complete set with the Department of Justice.

The Christian Defender gained for me the respect of countless American Nazis, including Father Coughlin, who thanked me by letter and through Carl Pinkston asked that two copies be sent him every week. Even Seward Collins, the wealthy intellectual fascist, called it "bright" and asked me to leave three copies at his office.

The Christian Defender also became my passport to Nazis abroad. I began to hear regularly from the Deutscher Fichte-Bund, named after the German philosopher who taught that Germany was destined for world domination. Its director, Theodor Kessemeier at Hamburg, addressed me as "Dear Friend" and placed me on his mailing list. He sent me copies of Hitler's speeches, reams of lies about the Jews and told me
went back to their individual cells and set up shop to do business precisely as before. In the name of post-Pearl Harbor "patriotism" they added to the worries of a nation mobilizing for war.

Mrs. Agnes Waters, a professional mother from Washington, branded sugar-rationing as a Jewish plot to "Communize America." Warming up to her subject, she screeched: "There are 200,000 Communist Jews at the Mexican border waiting to get into this country. If they are admitted they will rape every woman and child that is left unprotected."

Mrs. Mary Appendof of the ultra-patriotic Chicago Mothers became greatly excited over the plan to raise a women's army auxiliary for war duty. "What do they want to do with girls in the front lines?" she demanded. "I'll tell you—it's SEX—and that's Mrs. Eleanor's idea, too. They teach it to the boys in the army. They tell them they'll go insane without it. The Administration has sold out the flower of our womanhood...."

In Chicago, the Citizens Keep America Out of War Committee which under William J. Grace had sponsored Lindbergh, shortened its name to Citizens Committee and continued its routine of agitation against the war effort.

I went to see Horace Haase and found him busily at work on the next issue of his organ Americans for Peace. With his New York unit already functioning, Haase was contacting former American First-ers in cities throughout the country for the formation of secret cells, and had sent two urgent letters to Lindbergh who on December 19 had already addressed a gathering of former America First Committee officials at the swank New York home of Edwin S. Webster.

"We can't win this war," Haase kept telling me over and over. "What is the use of trying? Japan could capture Hawaii if she wanted to. I hope none of our boys get killed, but at the same time I hope we lose every ship in the Pacific."

Haase set me to work filing name cards of those to whom he had already written. I filed a hundred and was not surprised to see a large listing of America First-ers, including the name of the notorious Boris Brasol. Haase told me he had visited Joseph P. Kamp, and had also been received by America's leading intellectual fascist, Lawrence Dennis.

"How did you get to see him?" I asked.

---

AMERICANS

An organization of rank and file Americans who champion peace, freedom and in for the preservation of America as a nation only.

AMERICANS

Our idea is to get the American and conditions made a move possibly to be there to jump in. While it might be last while we are, if things are we cannot expect now. But if we build up the or small always be able to get the I don't have anyone particular when we can choose whom we are.

Of course we must be very care. Be must avoid the error: nor American mightily careful as you see time to be cautious but firm. Encouraging them and without few

Appeasement lives on. Americans work for another A.F.C. with errors Ameri
Enclosed is the monthly release of Elizabeth Billing, Director of the Patriotic Research Bureau.
Dear Friends:

Truman and his backers did not write the above lines. Shakespeare did it for them in his Richard III. The "fighting" of Communism while financing it all over the world, this new sorry hypocritical demand for "civil rights" for all (Jews) while still attempting to continue the six-year persecution of the poor little 30 guinea pigs whose only crime was exercising the right of free speech to criticize some phase of the Roosevelt-Truman Jew Deal regime — this is typical.

A quiet gentleman from Arizona was waiting in the inside office to meet me for the first time the day I had a newspaper shoved under my nose, as I entered the inside office, headlined in red: "THROW OUT SEDITION TRIAL OF 30" and below that the subheading: "APPEALS COURT RULING FREES MRS. DILLING." I let out a piercing "whoop-whoop!" Then a succession of "whoop-whoop!" As I entered the inner office doing a highland fling with whoopie accompaniment, I noted the puzzled and speculative eye of the strange gentleman. His gaze seemed to say, "Well, I have heard queer things about Mrs. Dilling. So this is how she acts!" I explained saying, "If you had been the pre-trial grand jury, indicted, finger printed, smeared as an enemy of our country, had to raise bond fees ($1,100), attorney's fees, sat in court for eight months, listening to non-existent "evidence," made some 16 trips to Washington, as I have maybe you would whoop too to regale that that mess has ended."

A few of us went out and celebrated on ice cream, gooey cake and two brimming cups of coffee. I had warned my friends that if the thing ever came to an end and they heard of the arrest of a woman throwing confetti down State Street, it would be I but not to think too harshly of me. However, having no case but determined to intimidate and persecute as long as possible to save face and bully those who feel they too had some civil rights, Truman's Jew Deal has obtained a stay of mandate for 30 days in which to perfect an appeal to the Supreme Court. In other words the final dismissal of this second court is held up pending appeal.

Whether the Supreme Court will give him a wait of centurion and let a new hearing in the fall, or will turn down the appeal now or in the fall, I do not know. The screamers for "civil rights" at least are making noises...
Jim E. Colored people. Look upon the Garfield Fund; a fund set up by the Garfield who served with time for running a free love farm and gave his fortune money for the advancement of the Red revolutionary movement. It has always been known the Red government.

The Marshall Family

James Marshall, son of Louis Marshall of the New York Kehilla executive committee, was the head of the board of directors, then treasurer, then president until it was spent. ($31,552 in 1925-8, $5,000 in 1927-9).

Truman's Civil Rights

In 1945, President Roosevelt personally ordered Billie to smash the resistance of the police. He said the Department of Justice, as the President is a hairtrigger, it is fair enough.
American FDR told Binai B'rith not to prosecute him to that effect. When his son was asked his authority he could answer, 'Burns piped up that the Prosecution was on good authority.'

Anti-Christian pro-Communist Jewish B'nai B'rith not only instigated the accusation, but with four indictments and caricales of eight, in the Department of Justice, a German Jew, Binder, alias Wehling, run the show from the inside and wired Monksy, international head of his conspiratorial organization, when and whom would be next indicted. These were subpoenaed by the Dies Committee but Jewish pressure forced their return to a Jewish Union, but not until their contents had been noted.

B'nai B'rith's Anti-Defamation Bulletin for June 1947 quotes B'nai B'rith's Anti-Defamation League report for 1946 which includes this:

B'nai B'rith Gloats

'Encouraging signs were the cancellation of Upton Close's radio time, Indiana, law making race hatred illegal (Note: not Talmudic teachings of such hatred for non-Jews that rape, theft, murder of Gentiles is condoned, E.D.) and appointment of a Commission on Civil Rights by President Truman.'

In truth Truman's "Civil Rights Commission" and propaganda are a triumph to B'nai B'rith which specializes in conspiring to deprive every Gentile American of his right of free speech, freedom of worship and free press. No one unfamiliar with the truth thru personal experience, could believe the immediate speed with which the B'nai B'rith bloodhounds swoop down upon a printer who dares put out something unflattering about Jewry; how their representatives visit ministers who dare preach the Gospel, even read the Scriptures which criticize Jewry, and order them to cease doing this. The minister who was ordered to substitute the word "people" for the word Jew in New Testament readings is an illustration.

They gloat over opposing Passion Plays, singing of Christmas carols in schools, order text books deleted, have the Merchant of Venice banned from public schools, and are having laws passed all over the United States making any unfavorable reference to Jewry punishable as a crime. Under the law passed in Miami recently, a friend wrote: 'Things are rather quiet down here altho several people at Miami Beach were arrested for using "restricted" in their "for rent" ads. Nice going!'

The June 1947 Anti-Defamation League (of B'nai B'rith) Bulletin also gloats over the seizure of a young University of Minnesota student, one Maynard Nelsen being arrested and placed under $1,000 bond on a breach of the peace charge for having "copies of anti-Semitic literature which indicated Nelsen's addiction to a Nazi-like philosophy...his arrest came about principally through a tip from Samuel L. Kaechele, director of the Minnesota Jewish Council who stated:"

"Our investigation indicated that Nelsen's veering toward fascism developed when he failed to receive a commission while serving in the army. Believing that "Jewish officers" had acted against him, his frustration led him to swallow the writings of Mrs. Elizabeth Dilling and Eugene Flotzraft, publisher of the Gentile News." He was told his attorney that he is convinced...that Russia is completely dominated by Jews. When asked to name one Jew prominent in the Soviet Government, Nelsen was unable to do so."

Too bad this boy lacked knowledge of the Jewish sources bragging about Jewish power over Russia that I have. Too bad that he lacked the information on this subject with which my son drummed the Character and Fitness Committee which grilled him for two hours on his attitude toward the Jews and had such data poured upon them that the non-Jewish members who had been primed with B'nai B'rith catch questions got the education of their lives in the answers they heard -- and voted to let him practice law in Illinois after Jerry had held his certificate up charging him to miss the Springfield exercises and banish his class after saying he didn't care.
Jewish students had been protesting all during the past year. No wonder, for, I think, that in the character and aim of these students is a dissatisfied group of idealists appointed by the Illinois Supreme Court, to pass on the ethical and moral qualifications of those who have passed the bar examinations to practice law, the majority "of the Association strongly recommended to the membership of this Association that they do not discriminate against minority races, and Gentiles only, and other evidences of discrimination against minority races and faiths, will disappear or become rare in the American scene." "ADL speaks the language of Israel," states the same Bulletin.

If hotels cannot choose their own clientele, if Gentiles cannot have a place of refuge among people of their own choosing — why should Jews bar Gentiles from their clubs and societies and from the Jewish War Veterans who ousted a Gentile who joined recently, on the ground that he was not Jewish, while they insist on joining all Gentile clubs and Veterans' organizations?

The June ADL Bulletin report quoted above ends with this: "It is understood that the American Hotel Association is considering a similar stand concerning discrimination against members of minority groups." Meaning just "Jews: the rest are only thrown into the picture as buffers.

And — More "Civil Rights"

Quoting the same Anti-Defamation League Bulletin, "The ADL in representations to Secretary of State Marshall, has urged the U.S. to open its doors to Gentile refugees, Canadian Parliament members, from further entry to this country as a threat to our democratic peace. Not a citizen of our country, Mr. Jacques has abused the privilege of entry into the United States by stirring up misunderstanding and tensions among racial and religious groups in various parts of the country."

Because Mr. Jacques is in favor of Christianity and does not bow down to Jewry ruling the whole world and the thoughts of everyone in it, he is to be barred entry while hundreds of thousands of Red Jews who hate Christianity are admitted to "our country" or Jewry's (?) country to further squeeze Gentile rights to the wall.

Stratton Bows

Cong.-at-Large William Stratton, who was opposed in the last election by Jewry with the most vicious weapons, has introduced a bill praised by Jewry to admit 400,000 refugees to the U.S. During the last election the radical Jew-dominated Independent Voters of Illinois, for example, represented Stratton as carrying the red flag in his hand. Now he is their fair haired boy?

Jewish Propaganda

The June ADL Bulletin quoted above goes on to report its colossal activities to fighting the Gentile mind. For example: "CAMERAS: This summer, fifty rebels provided by the ADL Speakers Bureau will each spend one week at various Protestant youth camps in 17 states. This project conducted jointly with the National Conference of Christians and Jews, has the unique value of permitting the Jewish representatives to discuss integration problems with hundreds of youth leaders of many denominations. Note: The National Conference of Christians and Jews is the only project aided by the Christian Federal Council of Churches."

May 26, given at Ohio State University, for a well-known radio
series "LET US FORGE" - EMERGENT GREAT AMERICANS To combat Education" (B'nai B'rith set up) the award was made for "disti-

ctions of the lives of great Americans and for their contributions to life with a conscious absence of prejudice." (Devoted to crushing Christianity)

A questionnaire distributed to 3000 University of Denver students by

ADL is reported. Also: "The Denver ADL office in cooperation with state

agencies has established an educational film library to stock and distribute

films, strips, and slides dealing with inter-group living. In Chicago the

Hasbys Lasser cooperated with the Chicago Film Council June 2-7 in presenting

series of motion picture shorts on the theme 'Democracy in One World," films

able for school, church and lodge audiences may be obtained from the League's

office." Christian Dupes

"The first Jew to achieve such recognition, George J. Harrison, associate director

do the Southeastern Regional ADL office, has been named a member of the Fellowship

of Southern Churchmen. Virtually all members are active clergymen. The honor came

to Mr. Harrison for the role he has played in combating bigotry on all fronts at the
c
ter of the ADL staff." (Devoted to crushing Christianity)

Readed "SOUTHERN TESTIMONY", is this report in the same? The press and the churches

are leading the way to better racial and religious relations in the southern states,
declared Alexander F. Miller, director of the ADL's Atlanta office, to President

Truman's committee on civil rights at a recent session in Washington."}

THERE YOU HAVE IT! B'nai B'rith, crusader of all Gentile and Christian rights tells
the "civil rights" committee what to do.

The American Jewish Year Book for 1945-6, put out by the American Jewish Committee

which jointly with B'nai B'rith is collecting $6,000,000 this year for stopping

OSPU bullying work on critics of Jewry, gives a significant report on the work of

B'nai B'rith's Hillel Foundation. This outfit spends millions of dollars, according to
the report on 120 college campuses on Judaistic propaganda. I found the Hillel
Foundation at the University of Michigan, for example, the center of Red propaganda
speakers drawing Gentile students. To quote the American Jewish Year Book(p.151):

"Meantime, there has been an interesting and significant effect of the program upon
non-Jewish students. Several hundred Christians are registered each year in the
courses which are offered by Hillel Foundations, As these young people go back to
their communities after having been under the influence of a Hillel director, they
are really ambassadors of good will and understanding. Many of them invariably join
the faculty of the Christian Sunday Schools in their home community. The need be
little concern as to how they will present to their young charges the story of the
Crucifixion, or the appraisal of the Pharisees or any point of view about Jews and
Judaism. In 1942, the National Hillel Director was awarded an honorary degree by
the Illinois Wesleyan University, a Methodist Institution, because of his impact
upon the religious life of generations of Christian college students."

"Impact" on Christians

Among other Jewish projects covered by the American Jewish Year Book 1945-6 is the
"edication trial", Mrs. Elisabeth Billing's activities being deplored, work inside
all Christian denominations, B'nai B'rith's National Conference of Christians and
Jews having "300 Round Tables" or branches which function all the year round, and
special committees in about 3,000 communities, which function during Brotherhood Week
Religious Book Week, and on other occasions. In his seventeenth annual report, Dr.
Everett N. Henkel, president, declared that twenty Protestant denominations, numerous
Roman Catholic bishops, the Federal Council of Churches, the Synagogue Council of
America, and the Catholic Commission on Citizenship had cooperated in the programs
during the year. (Note: the Catholic Ecumenist on Citizenship is covered in my
booklet "CHRISTIANS AWAKE", Sidney Hillman, Red Russian Jew, Henry Konsky, inter-
national head of anti-Christian preachers, B'nai B'rith and Roger Jones, chairman
of B'nai B'rith's National Conference of Christians and Jews and an aid to Hade.
"Commission on Citizens"

Lusky died recently.

"Princeton" (II) ends to report. "Neu" Smith's National

Union and Jewish activities. "Functioning chiefly through the

educational and other educational bodies, the Conference's Committee

on education, headed by Dr. Howard Willard of Harvard,

enters on the following program: a comprehensive study of texts.

It includes passages and to include positive good-will materialism

from the various campuses, city-wide programs, patterned after the

two, programs of teacher training. "Production of intercultural

(p.s. meaning Jewish propaganda, Etc.) the Conference's Committee

on education promoted the distribution of good-will educational ma-

terials through Protestant publications and the formation of local insti-

tutions and religious educators...

In the year ending October 1, 1944 the National Conference sponsored 35,250

programs of which 659 were at colleges and universities, 2,400 at public

and religious schools; 6,000 at service and professional clubs; 42,000 at

and religious organizations; 7,200 at women's clubs and societies; and

to religious audiences. Four and one half million pieces of literature were
distributed and given to women in the services and 2,700,000 to the general public.

American Jewish Year Book continues its report on the Jewish prepared "Faith and

"Freedom" on page 290. "The fifth annual report of the Commission on American

Sponsored by the Catholic University of America said that Faith and Freedom Readers
and to promote intergroup good-will were used in nearly 6,000 of the

Catholic primary schools of the country, and that 1,500,000 copies of the

two had been sold to date."

IMPACT ON CHRISTIANS, INDEED!

Look Out Fundamentalists!

American Association for the Advancement of Atheism stated some years ago (See

p.70) that Catholics are the chief opponents of

Atheism. It is a name of a transient stopping-place for Christians on

the road to Agnosticism. Jewish Marxism is determined to uproot Christian

after Jewish has been determined all through the ages to undermine and

Christianity. Boring from within the theological seminaries to spread Judeo-

Christian has been going on a long time and is bearing much evil fruit in the

following manner. Where Judaism and Christian idealism and way of life in this country, it

conducted a war on Jewish lines, and a "peace" of Jewish brutality on the

Americans. The "blueprint" and made the world safe for Marxism.

Atacks on a warship six months after Japan had asked for peace and after she was entire-

ly in the heavily Christian areas, is in keeping with our making

the prisoners of war and keeping them as slaves two years after their

surrender in keeping with the spirit of the war.

American Jewish Year Book names (p.70) as "research projects"

"Rabbi and bearing upon armed defense (of Jews)". "Rabbi and bearing upon armed defense (of Jews)". "Rabbi and bearing upon armed defense (of Jews)".
New Dealers Ambr

...described by the Communist magazine as a firm set up "including seven representatives from each state and chairman."

Graham was a sponsor, in fact vice-chairman, of the Radical Council for Peace and War in 1937 when that was the voice in which the American Committee on Human Rights (1940); has been national committee of B'Nai B'rith, National Conference of Christians and Jews - right down the line. For years he has been on the national committee, legal arm of the Red movement in the USA, the American Civil Liberties Union, which he has been national vice-chairman since 1543. He is on the board of directors of the red internationalist Americans United for World Government and on the international board of Free World magazine, a publication put out by world red internationalists who calculate to take away American sovereignty and set up the world state long envisioned by followers of Karl Marx.

NOT ONE OF THE RED SCREAMERS FOR "CIVIL RIGHTS" HAS EVER MURMURED AGAINST THE PARDONED TRIAL which was solely a prosecution against critics of the New Deal.

Channing Heggie Tobias

Another of the Civil Righters, Stalin model, chosen by our dear President, is the faithful wheel horse of the Soviet-kissing movement, Negro Channing Heggie Tobias. He has 29 Red front listings in the Dies 1944 report. He was a member of the executive board of the Communist Party's American League for Peace and Democracy who advocated sabotage, mutiny and insurrection in the armed forces for the setting of a Soviet government in the USA. "I attended one of their conventions at which Harry Ward, its national chairman, presided and read notes from members of the armed services handed up by the audience urging aid to Red revolution in time of war," Earl Browder, national vice-chairman, was introduced as needing no introduction other than our "vice-chairman" and he was greeted by a standing ovation and the singing of the anti-religious International with clenched fists. Banners of various units of the Communist Party blocked the stage.

Tobias is member of the Council on African Affairs headed by Communist Paul Robeson, who educated his child in Soviet Russia. Tobias likes to sign appeals for American Soviet Friendship - that is friendship with the regime that allows just the "civil right", the right to worship Stalin or be bumped off without judge, jury or trial. The only time trials were thought necessary were for propaganda purposes, the trial of black Maria at 3 A.M., the firing squad and shovel are the routine.

Tobias was speaker at the Nation Associates rally to restore Red Spain (where churches can be torn to bits for diversion) 1/24/45; he has been on the board of that Jewish-Communist propaganda maganize which takes the name of without representing a single Protestant denomination - it has been over for the Jews whose anti-Catholic work it was doing until it attracted the notice. He is a director of the Communist-led Fend-Supported National Union for the Advancement of Colored Peoples, addressed by our dear President as "rights," a fair trial in a fair court for EVERYONE except the little victims of the so-called "sedition trial" which Truman is having kept in secret appealing the dismissal of the indictments in two cases to the Army...
Boris Shiskin, who was born in Odessa, Russia, came to the U.S. in 1917 to acquire citizenship in his sketch in Who's Who in America, but he has had a hard time seeking a job for four persons with the C.P.M., W.P.B., President's Committee on Employment Practice, U.S. Housing, etc., etc. This Russian "patriot" was also among the dear President to defend "Civil Rights" for statesmen.

This Russian, who thinks too little of American citizenship to acquire it, did not dare to mention it, was a member of the board of directors last year of the Socialist Party's League for Industrial Democracy. This outfit, founded by the Communist Manifesto of Karl Marx, Norman Thomas and Harold Laskey writing out of their introductions to its edition, has been rounding college campuses since 1903 preaching Marxism, holding student conferences on "Guiding the Revolution," receiving thousands of dollars of Red Garland Fund money, of course. Shiskin is a member of the radical Americans United For World Government, a rare combination of Jewish capitalists and Protestant Reds--as is the Marxist movement generally.

Shiskin was on the radio repeatedly fighting the Communist-opposed Taft-Hartley bill, telling Americans how and what to think. Meanwhile he is a lecturer at the Red Hand School of, contributor to the Nation and advocate of revolutionary Socialism, and a Truman Civil Rightsman.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Jr., son of the hypocritical old Eulalie who drafted the most flagrant violation of American civil rights, for Jerry the so-called "sedition trial" and three indictments, has been running true to form in leading the very Left Wing American Veterans Committee whose program includes breaking all relations with the C.I.O., pot hate, Christian Front, etc. There you have an ideal character to defend "Civil Rights"--punish a country like Spain for having a Christian instead of a Jewish-Communist government, meddle against self-determination of the Spanish people but never raising a peep against defrauding Americans of their right to call his old man a traitor to the Constitution he swore to uphold but in word and deed appeared at it as a relic of "horse and buggy days."

Brother of our dear President's Civil Rightse is Mrs. M. Tallity, member of the Executive Committee of the Methodist Federation for Social Service which, as stated in the 1944 Dies Committee report is not and never has been an agency of the Methodist Church. Inasmuch as Harry Ward has been the actual leader of the Methodist Federation for Social Service, this organization has never deviated in the slightest degree from the line of the Communist Party. Francis C. Mc Connell, president has a list of affiliations with Communist-front organizations which is matched by few churchmen in the United States."

Under the huge Communist massmeeting in New York in June 1938 presided over by Tallity at which $20,000 was raised in nothing flat for the Red church-burners, the Spanish Communist speakers ascended the rostrum the audience waving the clenched fist salutes ushered with red arm bands Communist and various units of the Communist Party sent up their donations. Party flags were spread across the platform. After the Spanish speakers finished, an interpreter looked down on Tallity's head and wondered how the Jews would tolerate him as "Bishop." Mrs. Tallity is a national committee, called the National Citizens Committee on GM-UAW-CIO Dispute with a part of Reds and Pinks as "Secretary." Christian Social...

Another of dear Truman's Soviet-loving Civil Rightsers is Episcopal Bishop Henry H. Sherrill. COMBINING CIVIL KISSING WITH CIVIL RIGHTS IS LIKE TRYING TO OIL AND WATER. It is to laugh! Kissing around about "civil rights" while living a regime that denies all civil rights is nauseous. It is like Truman's "right against Communism by continuing Lend-Lease aid to Soviet-dominated countries including Russia itself. Just re-read the poem at the beginning of this bulletin.

Sherrill is twice listed in the Dies Committee Report for his sponsorship of American Soviet Friendship rallies. He was an ardent warmonger as member of the William Allen White Committee and his Massachusetts Committee of 1000 called for a "peace founded on justice and maintained by the firm and concerted action of all peace-loving nations" with warnings against the parochial attitude of the "isolationist groups which were so assertive prior to Pearl Harbor." (Boston Herald 12/26/43). Sherrill is listed among officers and directors of this last outfit.

Sherrill was a national sponsor of the Non-Sectarian Committee for German Refugee Children which proposed to bring in 20,000 German refugee children during 1939-40. Jews and radicals of all hues made up its personnel. He was a committee man of the Boston branch of the American Committee for Christian German Refugees headed by the very Red Thomas Mann. He was a member of the World Committee set up by Moscow, called the International Writers' Association in Defense of Culture (a la Moscow). See on page 60 of my book THE ROOSEVELT RED RECORD AND ITS BACKGROUND the reproduction of the Communists' Daily Worker account of this world organization for Red propaganda.

Sherrill was sponsor of the American Medical Bureau for Medical Aid to China. American Women Against Communism registered a protest with the New York 1940 Peace Fair president, Harvey D. Gibson, concerning this Bureau's misuse of the American Flag. To quote in part: "No greater insult to the American Flag has come to our attention than the grotesque painting on the wall of the Bureau in question. In an effort to promote the Bureau's program, a reproduction of the American Flag has been 'revised' to cover a map of the United States, on which are implanted small paper pennants indicating cities where the Bureau has local connections. Frankly the Bureau has produced a huge monstrosity which will certainly be applauded by the Communists and others who propagate ideologies that are alien to all that the American Flag symbolizes. You must know, too, that the Communist Party of the United States and of the Soviet Union wholeheartedly endorse the work of the Bureau..."(Philad. Enquirer 7/8/40).

Soviet-loving Sherrill will certainly defend the one "civil right" allowed by Stalin. (Applauding Stalin.) How many more?

Marxism and Plutocrats

It takes years to get over the connections between Marxism, or the capitalist state machine movement and rich plutocrats the Kuhn Loeb and Co. international Jewish bankers financing the Red Russian revolution; the Rockefellers financing the Red Center, the University of Chicago and its International House where Soviet films are shown, etc. My mother knew old John D. Rockefeller when they were both young and after reading a Communist poem to the effect - let there be barricades, let the blood flow, let the Rockefellers drink, not to their New Year but to their LAST New Year dinner - I sent a copy of this poem to John D. writing that it was printed by Novy Mir, Communist paper and told him Prof. Robert Morge Lovett's connection with the Red Garland Fund which financed Novy Mir. Lovett was an organizer of the Garland Fund and that Red University of Chicago professor at that time. I received a terse reply that they did not seek to influence teaching policies of the institutions they financed.

Just why Harry Hopkins, who drooled Jewish Marxism with every breath, should have backed Nelson Rockefeller, son of John D. Jr., for Co-ordinator of Latin American affairs, is one of those under-the-table mysteries. Whereas Communist trite 24.
For example, the rich man's enemy may be a millionaire Socialist of the Rockefeller Foundation. The Rockefeller Foundation is providing War II, which is calculated to offset the & subsidy, if it was understood, will be used for the Pearl Harbor and other peace settlements developed at Casablanca conferences.

The subsidised American and British financial interests which cooperate with the governments, Wall Streeters, who were not aware of the opportunities for profits, are negotiating with the Rockefeller interests to sell off millions in profits which can be realised by the American taxes. Nelson Rockefeller serves as the coordinator of the office of inter-American relations.

It takes a lot of FDR-prating about "the New Deal National Youth Administration. It is in South America is to whoop it up again, we'll get on that."

Yet Nelson Rockefeller was scheduled to preside at the Raymond Tanenbaum Conference in Russia in his book The Red Decade on "the field of documentary films" under Nelson Rockefeller's assistant from 1924 to 1945, of which Nelson Rockefeller served as public liaison officer.

International Organization, San Francisco. I would not brag about participation in conferences. Truman added Dickey to his public relations team.

Bishop Francis A. Jarecki is one of those I would not brag about participation in conferences. Truman added Dickey to his public relations team.
Gordon Castle, has been very much in the news lately with a meeting of the Communist Party's Daily Worker 9/23. Reported for the Workers Alliance (a fusion of the Socialist Party Muste Trotskyite unemployed organizations run by the Communist party, greeted by "Reverend Father Francis Haas, noted Catholic clergy, the Works Progress Administration." The picture of Herbert, the national organizer of the Workers' Alliance, "decorates" the left. Workers' David Lesser, another Red Jew, was national chairman.

Interesting details of the organization of this red revolutionist book THE FIGHTING JEW REGIMENT AND ITS BACKGROUND p. 29, including:

"While this group was in session the Red flag was displayed. Several members, using a government auditorium at taxpayers' expense, denounced our government and demanded its overthrow by force and violence. Secretary with permission to several of the 'delegates' to sleep in one of the Labor Dept. conference rooms. Police report that the address failed to use the toilets a distance away and left the walls and floors of the room in a vile filthy condition.

Haas has been a director of the American Association for Social Security Board. red Bishop Mc Connel and long directed by the red Jew Abraham Epstein. Rabbi Wise's daughter, Justine Wise Tulin was at the same time one of the vice-presidents and the red Rabbi himself a fellow director with Haas.

"Catholic!"

The Commission on American Citizenship of the Catholic University has a very Jewish smell for an outfit bearing the word "Catholic". With Haas on the executive committee we find as members of this "Catholic" committee such names as:

"Annual Report" of Charles A. Lewis, M.D., President, Philadelphia Council National Negro Congress (The National Negro Congress is a Communist Party outfit.)

Monsky's B'nai B'rith is active in demanding banning of Christmas cards and celebrations from schools and forcing deletion from Passion Plays of Scripture ages flattering to Jews. Its colossally-financed Anti-Defamation League gains an army of snoopers and keyholders to threaten persecute or reward any Christian preacher, speaker, editor or writer, in accordance with whether or not they obey demands of Jews. Any Jew who sends even a greeting card at Christmas time is denounced. I wonder why "Catholics" need the help of such an outfit. Do Jews B'nai B'rith need to control Catholics?

Another of the members of this "Catholic" committee, run by an executive council of three, Haas being one, is the Jew Roger Strauss, co-chairman of B'nai B'rith's National Conference of Christians and Jews. member of the rich American Jewish Committee which combines with B'nai B'rith in raising $6,000,000 this year in the Joint Defense Appeal to finance Anti-Defamation League snooping and coercing of Gentile schools. sponsored the American Ould for German Cultural Freedom which appealed for aid such Jewish Reds as the late Communist Ernst Toller, former leader of the Bavarian Soviet; his wife a Guggenheim. Strauss is trustee of the Guggenheims which aids leading Reds.

Another member of the group's "Catholic" committee was the late Socialist Sidney Hillman, praised by that supreme butcher of Christians, Wainwright, for raising for Soviets after the Red Revolution. Sidney's little Red churchburners and killers of Catholic clergy in Spain, (3/38 issue p. 234)
Civil Rights Committee.

Thus enrich the tale of Truman's Civil Rights Committee—except that there seems little purpose in placing the General Motors head, Charles W. Wilson, at the head of such a crew unless it be for formal purposes. This Truman Committee was called by the Jewish Exponent 12/13/45 as a "Committee to Combat Hatred," I suggest that one of its first acts be to reward Mr. 12/17/45 etc., with a fair trial in a full court. Also that it denounce Truman for being the Indians appealed to pedagogues, the injustices of FDR's regime, and his conscience.

Civil Rights Committee head for the Catholic Association of American Catholics (CAAC) for the RED NETWORK is "proposed" no doubt, for the most part by various "radical, Christian humanists." The description goes on to state: "There is at the present time one of the three book editors of the very radical National Religion and Labor Foundation responsible for distributing much Communist literature as W. Z. Foster's Toward Soviet America, Little Lenin Library, etc. He was, in fact, on the Labor Defense Council (see reproduction of its letterhead p. 162 of RED NETWORK) along with W. Z. Foster and the head of the Party, Robert Minor, in 1923 organized to defend the Industrial Commissar, later called the Industrial Defense, Moscow's legal arm. As I told Warr, Mogilioni (spelling?) at the Yiddish in 1938, Ryan's picture had appeared so many times in the Daily Worker, they must have worn it out on the plates. Others like Ryan function in the Catholic Assem...
Pope, saying they were "hearing the word of God in public." Mark 7:15. Read Chapter 6 of the Gospel of Mark. Such tribes as this appear in Galatians and Romans, where the ties of a religious relationship with Gentiles is mentioned. Christ (Matthew 23) did not mean this to be a true disciple of his Divine Master when he said he was to be seen with the eyes of faith." (p. 21)

**Sedition Trial**

By calling the 30 indicted members of the Bund "anti-Semitic" this booklet was an example of the anti-Semitic campaign used in the "sedition trial." It goes on to mention the leaders and followers of these hate-groups were of no stature and were even in smaller communities but it is equally true that liberal statements, scattered broadcast among tens of thousands of Americans, disturbed the peaceable relationship between Jews and Christians. The government of the United States considered it important enough to name a special court to try these activities. It indicted and prosecuted these hate-groups on the ground of seditious and defamatory activities.

Note: Here you have it! Criticism of Jews was to be made "sedition" in the eyes of the government. Specifically it charged them, among other counts, with declaring the Jewish claims against Congress and public officials were controlled by Jews, international Jews and plutocrats. Such assertions, called "subversive," were the well-known Nazi pattern of giving a debatable point and then beating him.

The Pope says the well-known anti-Jewish measures of the Papacy during the Middle Ages, on this "Catholic" booklet do not mention, Julius III (1550-55) who had the synagogues confiscated and burned; Pope Paul IV (1555-59) who renewed the anti-Jewish regulations on the ground of "propagation of the faith" and the "keeping of truth." Pope Urban VIII (1623-1644) who confiscated Jewish books and gravestones in Jewish cemeteries; Pope Innocent XI (1676-1689) who forced Jews of Rome to engage in banking transactions; Pope Benedict XIV (1740-1757) who condemned Jewish literary and enforced the ghetto system; Pope Pius V (1570-74) who recovered the anti-Jewish regulations in his Edict of 1570; Poppes Pius VII, Leo XII, Pius VIII, Gregory XVI (1831-46) who strictly enforced the anti-Jewish measures; Pope Pius IX who relaxed them and had to reimpose them regulations until Victor Emmanuel captured Rome in 1870.

Note the original Talmud, Jews call as "scurrilous," who is responsible for the Talmud as a "religious" text? It's teachings are reflected in a following poem entitled "FOR ALL THAT EVER HAS BEEN OURS" by Siche Landau, printed in "A GENTILE TREASURY OF JEWISH LITERATURE" Selected and Edited by G. W. Shipton; published 1897 by Farrar and Rinehart.

Dirty Jewish alley,
Shop - I pray and walk,
Dose a dirty man who
Is foe of yore has fallen,
A foe will fall upon,

Erav, Kovno, Lezberg,
Large and little town,

For every merry Jewish betsy,
That stood upon a Gentile street,
Is foe of yore has fallen,
A foe will fall upon,

Dirty Jewish alley,
For the Defense of Christ & South Land
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PLEASE SEND UNDERLINED LITERATURE ABOVE FOR
SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:
List of personnel of captioned office set out. Confidential Informants, New York Office, advised UN Delegation personnel active in influencing prominent Americans to endorse and attend Zagreb Peace Conference. Activity limited to routine UN matters and support of Yugoslavian Relief Projects current in the US. Activities as furnished by Confidential Informants, NYO, set out. No indication of intelligence activities by personnel during period.

DETAILS:
Confidential Informant T-1, of known reliability, on September 29, 1951, furnished a detailed list of personnel of the captioned office. This list is set forth as follows:
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In line with this, Confidential Informant T-3, of known reliability, on October 18, 1951, furnished a detailed list of the individuals attending or endorsing the aforementioned Peace Conference. The Informant stated that he had obtained this list from a publication mailed to him by the Yugoslav Information Center. The list is set forth as follows:

"Acceptances From The United States

"American Association of the United Nations, represented by Mr. O.A. DE LANA.

"American Friends Service Committee, represented by Mr. COLTWEB, Mr. SPENCER COXE

"National Students Association, delegates chosen: Miss SYLVIA SACHEN of Vassar College, JOHN HALEY, Emory University

"National Council for the Prevention of War, Mr. JAMES MINUCANE

JOSEPH JOHNSON, President Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

PHILIP E. MOSELEY, Professor of International Relations, Columbia University

Dr. MILTON FAYER, Assoc. Editor The Progressive, will also serve as observer for the Fellowship of Reconciliation

IRA MIRSCHMAN, member One World Award

O. JOHN ROGGE, former Attorney-General of the U.S.

LILLIAN VANTI, Washington Singer

Dr. EDWARD SPARLING, President Roosevelt College

"Americans who endorsed the Conference:

MRS. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, ROBERT E. SHEPHERD, FRIEDA KIRCHEWEY, J. LAKE, WILLIAM L. KIRCHER, RICHARD P. KIRCHER, UPTON SINCLAIR, DR. RALPH W. SOCKHAN, O. FREDERICK HOLTZ, RICHARD KUBBERGER, DR. ADAM CLAYTON POWELL, NORMAN THOMAS, DR. DONALD HARRINGTON, DR. HENRY A. ATKINSON, JAMES P. WARBURG, STRINGFELLOW BARR, Prof. KIRKLEY F. THAYER, LOUIS F. BOUDIN, HELLEN GARRAGAN DOUGLAS, F. ERNEST JOHNSON, MRS. ROBERT E. LEONARD and DOROTHY DETZER."
The Daily Worker of July 26, 1943, states: "...the possibility of President Harry S. Truman visiting New York City during the Fourth of July holiday period..."

Confidential Informant #1 advised that Paul Rosen should be secured for the Labor Day program at. Baltimore, Maryland on May 27, 1943 because it was important that he must be present at the Labor Day activities.

Confidential Informant #1 further advised that Paul Rosen could be secured as speaker for the meeting of the AFL-CIO Council of African Affairs on June 17, 1943 in New York City. He further advised that it was important that Paul Rosen should be secured for the Labor Day program at Baltimore, Maryland on May 27, 1943. The confidential informant advised on May 7, 1943 that the meeting of the AFL-CIO Council of African Affairs would be held at the AFL-CIO Building in New York City on June 17, 1943.
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Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, D.C.

March 16th, 1950.

Gentlemen:

May I offer a suggestion for curbing Reds in this country, namely—Television—

The enclosed clipping will, no doubt, bring to mind the cancellation of Eleanor's TV program by N.B.C. Broadcasting Co. due to the many protests against her having as her special guest, Paul Robeson.

The Reds realize the great medium of Television, and I think it is the patriotic duty of the Broadcasting Stations to refuse time to anyone with Red connections.

The cries of "Free Speech" will go up of course, but "Free Speech" to destroy American ideals should not be permitted.

If only the F.B.I. could have a free hand, this country would again gain the respect of the world.

Very truly yours,

Los Angeles, 5, Calif.
Reds in State Dept. "Nonsense" Says Mrs. FDR.

LOUISVILLE, Ky., March 15—(AP)—Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt called charges of Communism in the State Department "utter and complete nonsense" in an interview here today.

Mrs. Roosevelt also was asked to comment on cancellation of her television show on which singer Paul Robeson was to have appeared.

"I don't handle the show," she replied. "My son, Elliott, and another man do. I think probably the people who protested Mr. Robeson's appearance didn't realize that he wouldn't have had unlimited time to express his point of view.

"It was to have been a general discussion on the position of the Negro in American political life."

"The idea behind it was that any party with a large group of members, such as Mr. Robeson's Progressive Party, should have a say."
The International Assembly of Women will meet on an invitation only at the little New York village of South Kortright starting October 15, 1946.

The chief sponsor is Eleanor Roosevelt and she has the backing of 19 women's organizations here in the country, including the National Farmers Union-Women's department, also the Congress of American Women, office Capital Hotel, 31st & 5th Ave., New York City.

This latter group is one of the outstanding Communist from "top to bottom" organizations in the country. Started and fostered by the Women's Division of N.C.I. of Moscow.

We give these facts on this outfit, because they are playing quite an important part in the Kortright affair. We might also mention that this conference will be impossible to "crash". No doubt they are holding it in such a small place so they will be able to spot strangers and possible spies.

(Red) national director of education for National Farmers Union will be the official person at the conference. This woman slips into the New York milk shed to meet with quite frequently. They want to set up an outfit to line up the young people. The conference will have foreign delegates present. Reason we elaborate on this is that these red inclined intellectual busy-bodies have mixed in the milk and dairy situation a lot.

In the New York shed as well as Eleanor Roosevelt have stirred up things. Each and every one of these except Eleanor are cut and cut reds.

In the Philadelphia shed Mrs. Elmore Cimbel and Susan B. Anthony had their noses in the milk business.

The supposed agenda of the conference is:

Co-operative Organisations Further Efforts to aid the Program of the United Nations Organizations.

Note: In connection with all these affairs there is a book that is being boosted plenty by the N.F.U. and these intellectual women groups. It is

Revolt of the South and Workers. Author - A. E. Godfrey.
Publishers: Close, Elean and Moore, Inc.
270 Madison Ave., New York City.
Price of Each $5.00.

Oct. 3, 1946
Director,
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Washington, D.C.

RE: AMORG TRADING CORPORATION
ESPIONAGE - R

Dear Sir:

The New York Daily News for October 28, 1942 contained a newspaper article stating that President Roosevelt exerted marital, as well as official authority to keep Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt from visiting Russia at the conclusion of her visit to England, and the article revealed that information was received from a "most reliable source" concerning the substance of this article. The article contains additional data concerning the matter and the newspaper clipping is being filed in the newspaper section of this case.

For the information of the Bureau, it might be stated that Confidential Informant [redacted] submitted a report dated October 21, 1942, at Washington, D.C., and in the same he wrote the following: "RUSSIAN REPORTS HERE TELL ME THAT ELEANOR WILL ALSO PAY A VISIT TO THE SOVIET UNION (That is strictly confidential)."

The above is being furnished the Bureau merely for information purposes.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]
P. E. Foxworth
Assistant Director.

C/O - Washington Field
N.Y. P. & C. File #65-8566

[Redacted]
Office Memorandum - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

100-62117

TO: Director, FBI

FROM: SAC, New York

SUBJECT: INTERNAL SECURITY (R)

DATE: May 17, 1945

Reference is made to the enclosed report of Special Agent dated May 16, 1945 at New York, in the above-entitled matter.

It will be noted that in this report mention is made of correspondence which was directed by RODOLFO POMERANZ to Mrs. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, dealing with an attempt to obtain an exit visa for the subject.

This information was set out for the purpose of continuity in the report, and this matter is being called to the Bureau's attention for its information.

Enc. 1945
56 JUL 24 1945

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

RUDEL has requested POMERANZ numerous times to make application to U.S. authorities for her exit visa on grounds that she wishes to start raising a family.

COPIES DESTROYED
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APPROVED AND FORWARDED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pomeranz asks assistance of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt in obtaining an exit visa for Dr. Rudel</td>
<td>20-22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By letter written November 22 and 24, 1944, Dr. MEdel suggested to POMERANZ that he write a letter to Mrs. ROOSEVELT and present the facts before her, in a frank and human way, and to have some of his influential friends add a few words. Dr. RUDEL expressed her disappointment at the full realisation of the fact that POMERANZ would be unable to join her.

She continued this letter two days later at which time she said: She had received a letter from her lawyer telling her that it was hopeless and that he had given her some strange explanations, which she did not believe and which depressed her very much. (She is apparently referring to her attempts to get an exit visa from the United States.) She then suggested to POMERANZ that he discard her suggestion of writing to Mrs. ROOSEVELT if
he believed it would not further the matter but that if he still considers it, then he should emphasize that he is not given the opportunity to come to this country.

Dr. RUDEL was of the opinion that a similar letter should be written to the "SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RIGHTS" in New York. She also mentioned that she had seen, that day, some friends of BUNI, in the matter of POMERANZ's petition for work and in this regard stated: "I have not mentioned to them the letter from the lawyer because I am afraid that it might be damaging even if it materializes."
On December 14, 1944, POMERANZ wrote RUDEL that she should write to Mrs. ROOSEVELT because he wants RUDEL with him.
On December 21, 1944 POMERANZ urged RUDEL to write to Mrs. ROOSEVELT to end the separation between them. (RUDEL and POMERANZ). POMERANZ criticized the scientists in Costa Rica as being ignorant and inquired about recent developments made by Argentine scientists.
POMERANZ went on to chide Dr. RUDEL about having written to Mrs. ROOSEVELT without having first discussed the matter with him. He said, however, he would write to Mrs. ROOSEVELT although he abhors making petitions of this kind and does not believe it will help. He said he was doing so because it was Dr. RUDEL's wish and that he did not intend to overlook the slightest possibility. He said that he would compose the letter and ask AUDREY'S mother to correct it. He said that he would also ask the lawyer to write to his friends, which might be helpful.

He said, further, that he would not write to the State Department as these gentlemen are not interested otherwise they would have surmised that he wanted to be with his wife since only he could have been instrumental in arranging for the intervention of the Costa Rican Ambassador and the "CAJA."
By letter dated February 15, 1945 POMERANZ advised Dr. RUDEL of efforts being made to obtain her visa and also that he had mailed the following letter to Mrs. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT:

"Dear Mrs. Roosevelt:

(Continued)"